
Organelle Genomes

•Usually (not always) circular molecules of DNA

•Multiple copies of the genome in each organelle

•Variable dimension

•Organelle genomes encode some, but not all, of 

the proteins used in the organelle.
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DNA Replication



The Watson & Crick double helix model
suggest a replication mechanism
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“A replicon is a DNA molecule or RNA molecule, or a region of 
DNA or RNA, that replicates from a single origin of replication.”





Genome replicons in different organisms
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Replicons in Drosophila DNA



Replication origins in E.coli (Ori) 
And yeast ARS

“Autonomous Replication Sequence”
ARS consensus sequence

GATCTNTTNTTTT TTATNCANA

245 bp

Replication
origin in
E.coli (OriC)

- - - ATTTATPuTTTA- - -
- - - TAAATAPyAAAT - - -

A.R.S. 
(about 50 bp) 

13 bp 9 bp

11 bp

Yeast
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Regulation of replication
Whether a cell has only one chromosome 
(as in most prokaryotes) or has many 
chromosomes (as in eukaryotes), the 
entire genome must be replicated 
precisely, once for every cell division. 
What is the regulation mechanism for  
DNA replication?



In prokaryotes

11 GATC repeats 
in OriC

DNA Adenin Methylase



SeqA



In eukaryotes



MCM= Mini Chromosome Maintenance  helicase

Licensing factor elements

Cell Division Cycle 6



Circular replicons



E.coli chromosome is made by a single bidirectional replicon

GATCTNTTNTTTT TTATNCANA

245 bp

Ter Site (23 bp)

Replication Terminator Protein
(Tus) 

AATTAGTATGTTGTAACTAAAGT
TTAATCATACAACATTGATTTCATer fork 2Ter fork 1











The ends of linear DNA
are a problem for Replication



Special arrangements must be made to
replicate the DNA strand with a 5' end.

•  The problem may be circumvented by converting a linear 
replicon into a circular or multimeric molecule (E.G. 
Phages such as T4 or lambda use such mechanisms).

• The DNA may form an unusual structure-for example, 
by creating a hairpin at the terminus.

• A protein may intervene to make initiation possible at 
the actual terminus.

• Instead of being precisely determined, the end may be 
variable. (telomeres)



Conversion of 
linear DNA into a 
pseudocircular
DNA



Primer associates to
DNA Polymerase





Prokaryotic replication





Bacterial replication is connected to the cell cycle

• The doubling time of E. coli can vary over a range of up 
to 10X, depending on growth conditions. It requires 40 
minutes to replicate the bacterial chromosome (at 
normal temperature).

• Escherichia coli growth rates can range from doubling 
times as fast as 18 minutes to slower than 180 
minutes.

• If the doubling time is -60 minutes, a replication cycle 
is initiated before the division resulting from the 
previous replication cycle. The start of these "new" 
replication forks creates a multiforked chromosome.

• The completion of a replication cycle is connected with 
division of the cell.






